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Abstract� We propose an e�cient MFA formulation for mapping un�
structured domains to hypercube�connected distributed�memory archi�
tectures� In the general MFA formulation� N�P spin variables are main�
tained and an individual MFA iteration requires ��davgP �P �� time for
the mapping of a sparse domain graph withN vertices and average vertex
degree of davg to a parallel architecture with P processors� The proposed
hypercube�speci�c MFA formulation asymptotically reduces the number
of spin variables and the computational complexity of an individual MFA
iteration to Nlg�P and ��davglg�P �Plg�P �� respectively� by exploiting
the topological properties of hypercubes�

� Introduction
Parallelization schemes for many applications on distributed memory architec�
tures are characterized by the mapping of the problem domain to processors with
locality of communication� These schemes employ data parallelism by breaking
the data structures supporting a computation into pieces and then assigning
those pieces to di�erent processors� These decomposition and assignment tasks
constitute the domain mapping problem ���� The objective in the domain map�
ping is to �nd a mapping which minimizes the communication overhead while
maintaining almost the same workload for each processor� Problem domain rep�
resenting the data structure is represented with an undirected graph G 	 
T� I��
referred here as domain graph� Vertices i� j � T represent atomic computations

tasks� which can be executed simultaneously and independently� Vertex weight
wi denotes the estimated computational cost of task i� Each edge 
i� j� � I
denotes the need for the bidirectional interaction between tasks i and j� Edge
weight eij denotes the volume of interaction between tasks i and j connected by
edge 
i� j� � I� This graph usually represents the repeated execution of the com�
putations corresponding to the vertices with intervening partial result exchanges
denoted by the edges� An edge incurs interprocessor communication only if the
respective pair of computations are mapped to two di�erent processors� Simulta�
neous single�hop communications between distinct adjacent pairs of processors
can be performed concurrently� However� simultaneous multi�hop communica�
tions between distant pairs of processors may introduce congestion to the in�
terconnection network� thus increasing the communication overhead� Multi�hop
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communications between distant processors are usually routed over the shortest
paths of links between the communicating pairs of processors� Hence� multi�hop
messages are usually weighted with the distances between the respective pairs
of processors in the network� while considering their contribution to the overall
communication cost� Here� distance refers to the number of communication links
and switching elements along the communication route in static and dynamic

interconnection networks� respectively� Thus� in our communication cost model�
an edge 
i� j� � I contributes eijdM�i��M�j� to the overall communication cost
where M 
i� 	 p and M 
j� 	 q denote that processors that tasks i and j are
mapped to� respectively� and dpq denotes the distance between processors p and
q� This model is widely used in the literature ����

The domain�mapping problem is known to be NP�hard for unstructured do�
mains� Hence� heuristics giving suboptimal solutions are used to solve the prob�
lem� Two distinct approaches have been considered in the context of mapping
heuristics one�phase and two�phase� In one�phase approaches� referred as many�

to�one mapping� vertices of the domain graph are directly mapped onto the
processors� In two�phase approaches� clustering phase is followed by one�to�one

mapping phase� In the clustering phase� vertices of the domain graph are parti�
tioned into P equally weighted clusters while the total number of edges among
clusters is minimized� Here� P denotes the number of processors� The problem
solved in the clustering phase is identical to the P �way graph partitioning prob�
lem� In the one�to�one mapping phase� each cluster is assigned to an individual
processor so that the total communication overhead is minimized� As expected�
two�phase approaches su�er from delaying the processor distance factor to the
second phase�

Mean �eld annealing 
MFA� algorithm� proposed for solving combinatorial
optimization problems� combines the characteristics of neural networks with the
annealing notion of simulated annealing 
SA�� Previous works on MFA resulted
with successful formulation of the algorithm to some classic combinatorial opti�
mization problems including the mapping problem� In MFA� discrete variables�
called spins are used for encoding the combinatorial optimization problems� An
energy function written in terms of spins is used for representing the cost func�
tion of the problem� Then� using the expected values of these discrete variables�
a gradient descent type relaxation scheme is used to �nd a con�guration of
the spins which minimizes the associated energy function� The MFA formu�
lation proposed for the mapping problem ��� is a general formulation which
works for any interconnection topology� In this formulation� N �P spin vari�
ables are maintained and an individual MFA iteration takes �
davgP � P ��
time� for the mapping of a sparse domain graph with N vertices and aver�
age vertex degree of davg to a parallel architecture with P processors� In this
work� we propose an e�cient MFA formulation for mapping unstructured do�
mains to hypercube�connected distributed�memory architectures� The proposed
hypercube�speci�c MFA formulation asymptotically reduces the number of spin
variables and the computational complexity of an individual MFA iteration to
Nlg�P and �
davglg�P � P lg�P �� respectively� by exploiting the topological
properties of hypercubes�



� MFA Formulation For Hypercubes

A D�dimensional hypercube H consists of P 	 �D processors labeled from � to
�D� � such that there is a direct connection between two processors if and only
if the binary representation of their labels di�er exactly in one bit� Each pro�
cessor p is represented by a D bit binary number 
pD��� � � � � pd� � � � � p��� where

p 	
PD��

d�� pd�d� A D�dimensional hypercube H can be split into two 
D � ���
dimensional subcubes H�

d andH
�
d so that each processor ofH

�
d is connected to ex�

actly one processor of H�
d � This splitting operation is called tearing along dimen�

sion 
channel� d ���� Note that there are D such tearings for d 	 �� �� � � � � D� ��
Here� H�

d and H�
d both contain P�� processors whose dth bits are � and �� re�

spectively� The P�� communication links connecting the processors of H�
d and

H�
d in a one�to�one manner are referred here as channel d for d 	 �� �� � � �� D���
In hypercubes� communication distance between a processor pair p and q is

equal to the number of bits that di�er between their labels� Consider a processor
pair p and q with a distance of k� Let fd�� d�� � � � � dkg denotes the set of k di�ering
bit positions 
dimensions� between processors p and q� Then� each di�ering bit
position di corresponds to the use of a communication link along channel di
in the communication route between processors p and q� for i 	 �� �� � � � � k�
Each di�ering bit position di also means that processors p and q are in di�erent
subcubes H�

di
and H�

di
� or vice�versa� respectively� These properties of hypercube

topology can be exploited to decompose the communication cost of each edge

i� j� � I into its channel components� Let the processor mapping M 
i� for a
task i � T be represented as a D�bit binary label M 
i� 	 �mD��
i�� � � � �m�
i��t�
where md
i� represents the dth bit of processor M 
i�� Here� md
i� 	 � and
md
i� 	 � mean that task i is in the subcubes H�

d and H�
d � respectively� for a

tearing over channel d� Using this notation� communication volume contribution
of edge 
i� j� � I to channel d is Cd

ij 	 eijjmd
i� � md
j�j where j � j denotes
the absolute value function� Edge 
i� j� incurs a communication over channel d
only if processors M 
i� and M 
j� are in di�erent 
D � ���dimensional subcubes
H�
d and H�

d � Hence� the total communication cost C can be written as C �P
�i�j��I Cij where Cij �

PD��

d�� Cd
ij � Here� Cij denotes the contribution of edge


i� j� � I to the total communication cost� This communication cost formulation
is exploited in this work to propose an e�cient encoding scheme for mapping to
hypercubes�

��� Encoding

In the proposed encoding� we assign an Ising spin to each task for each chan�
nel� E�ectively� we assign D Ising spins fsidg

D��
d�� to each task i 	 �� �� � � � � N �

Here� Ising spin sid corresponds to md
i� mentioned earlier� That is� the spin
con�guration sid 	 � 
sid 	 �� means that task i is assigned to one of the P��
processors in the 
D � ���dimensional subcube H�

d 
H�
d � de�ned by the tearing

over channel d� Note that M 
i� 	 �si�D��� � � � � si��t corresponds to a distinct
mapping of task i for each possible con�guration of the D spins fsidg

D��
d�� as�

signed to task i� Hence� the proposed encoding constructs a one�to�one mapping
between the con�guration space of the problem domain and the spin domain�
The proposed encoding requires N�D	Nlg�P Ising spins where each Ising spin



contains a single spin variable� Hence� the proposed encoding scheme asymp�
totically reduces the number of spin variables from N�P of the general MFA
formulation to Nlg�P �

��� Energy Function Formulation

The average 
expected� value of each spin is de�ned as vid � hsidi� Recall that
sid � f�� �g are two�state discrete variables� whereas vid � ��� �� are continuous
variables� In order to construct an energy function it is helpful to associate the
following meanings to the vid values

vid � P�task i is mapped to H�
d� � vid � P�task i is mapped to H�

d� ��

That is� vid and 
��vid� denote the probabilities of �nding task i in a processor
in H�

d and H�
d � respectively� Thus� the formulation of communication cost due

to edge 
i� j� � I as an energy term is

E
C
ij �

D��X
d��

E
d
ij � eij

D��X
d��

�vid�� vjd�� � ��� vid�vjd� �	�

Here� Ed
ij is the energy term corresponding to Cd

ij which denotes the total
communication cost of edge 
i� j� over channel d� Energy formulation for total
communication is EC 	

P
�i�j��I E

C
ij � We formulate the energy term correspond�

ing to the imbalance cost term using the same inner product approach adopted
in the general formulation ��� as follows

E
B �



	

NX
i��

NX
j ��i

wiwj

P��X
p��

P�tasks i and j are mapped to processor p�

�


	

NX
i��

NX
j ��i

wiwj

P��X
p��

ZipZjp ���

Here� Zip denotes the probability of �nding task i at processor p� i�e��

Zip �

D��Y
d��

u
d
ip� where u

d
ip �

�
vid if pd � 
� vid if pd � 


���

Recall that pd denotes the dth bit of the label of processor p� Hence� udip is the

probability of �nding task i in the subcube Hpd
d � That is� udip is the probability

of �nding task i in the subcube H�
d 
H�

d� if pd 	 � 
pd 	 ��� The total energy
can be de�ned in terms of EC and EB as E
V� 	 EC
V� � �EB
V�� where
� is introduced to maintain a balance between the two con�icting optimization
objectives of the mapping problem�

��� Derivation of Mean Field Theory Equations
Using the expression for the proposed energy function� the expression for the
mean �eld experienced by an Ising spin sid can be obtained as

�id � �
�E�V�

�vid
� �

C
id � ��

B
id where ���

�
C
id �

X
j�Adj�i�

eij�vjd � 
��� �
B
id �

NX
j���j ��i

P��X
p��

���pdwiwjZjpZ
d
ip ���



Here� �Cid and �Bid denotes the communication cost and imbalance cost com�
ponents of the mean �eld �id� The expression for Zd

ip used in 
�� is Zd
ip �QD��

c���c��d u
c
ip� Note that Z

d
ip denotes the probability of �nding task i in one of the

two processors p � Hpd
d and q � H��pd

d which are connected by a communication
link over channel d� Here� Zd

ip can also be interpreted as the probability of �nding
task i at processor p � Hpd

d if task i is mapped to Hpd
d � i�e�� vid 	 sid 	 pd�

In the general MFA formulation� updating a single Potts spin updates the
expected mapping of the task ���� However� the MFA formulation proposed for
hypercubes� D 	 lg�P Ising spin updates are required to update the expected
mapping of a particular task� That is� D Ising spins fsidg

D��
d�� should be selected

for update in order to update the overall mapping of task i� Hence� the complex�
ity of D iterations of the proposed hypercube formulation should be compared
to the complexity of a single iteration of the general formulation� Thus� the pro�
posed hypercube formulation� together with the e�cient implementation scheme
proposed in ���� asymptotically reduces the complexity of a simple MFA iteration
of the general formulation from �
davgP � P �� to �
davglg�P � P lg�P ��

� Experimental Results
This section presents the performance evaluation of the proposed hypercube�
speci�c MFA formulation for the mapping problem� in comparison with the well�
known mapping heuristics general MFA formulation� Simulated Annealing 
SA�
and Kernighan�Lin 
KL�� Each algorithm is tested by mapping some test domain
graphs to various dimensional hypercubes� Test graphs used for experimentation
correspond to the sparse graphs associated with the symmetric sparse matrices
selected from Harwell Boeing sparse matrix test collection ���� Weights of the
vertices are assumed to be equal to their degrees� These test graphs are mapped
to various dimensional hypercubes 
D	�� �� �� ���

Table � illustrates the performance results of the KL� SA� general and hy�
percube�speci�c MFA heuristics for the generated mapping problem instances�
In this table� �Gen� and �Hyp� denote the general and hypercube�speci�c MFA
formulations� respectively� Each algorithm is executed �� times for each mapping
instance starting from di�erent� randomly chosen initial con�gurations� Averages
are illustrated in Table �� Percent computational load imbalance averages of the
solutions displayed in this table are computed using ����
Wmax�Wavg��Wavg�
Here� Wmax denotes the maximum processor load and Wavg denotes the com�
putational loads of processors under perfect load balance conditions� Execution
time averages are measured on a SUN SPARC workstation� In Table �� values
displayed in parentheses denote the communication cost and execution time av�
erages normalized with respect to those of the hypercube�speci�c MFA heuristic�
Actual communication cost averages and execution time averages 
in seconds�
are displayed only for the solutions generated by the hypercube�speci�c MFA
heuristic� In Table �� bold values indicate the best results for the respective
mappings� Table � con�rms the expectation that hypercube�speci�c MFA for�
mulation is signi�cantly 
�� times on the overall average� faster than general
MFA formulation while producing mappings with considerably better qualities�
The hypercube�speci�c MFA heuristic is as fast as the fast KL heuristic while



Table �� Communication cost� percent load imbalance and execution time averages of the solutions
found by KL� SA� general MFA and hypercube�speci�c MFA heuristics for various mapping problem
instances	 N and E denote the number of vertices and edges in the respective domain graph instances	
Values in parentheses denote the communication cost and execution time averages normalized with
respect to those of the hypercube�speci�c MFA heuristic	 Bold values represent the best results for
the respective mapping instances

Problem Communication Cost 
 Load Imbalance Execution Time�sec�
Domain H MFA MFA MFA
Graph D P KL SA Gen	 Hyp KL SA Gen	 Hyp KL SA Gen	 Hyp

� �� ��	��� ������ ��	��� ��� �	� ��� �	� �	� ����� ����� ��	�� ��
DWT����� � �� ��	��� ��	��� ��	��� ���� �	� ��� �	� �	� ����� ����� ���	�� ���
N�����  ��� �	��� ��	��� ��	�� ���	 ��	� ��� �	� 	� ��	�� ���� ���	�� ���

E����� � ��� ��	�� ��	��� ��	��� �
�� ��	� ���� ��	� ��	� ��	�� ���� ���	� ����

� �� ��	��� ������ ��	�� ���� �	� ��� �	� ��� ����� ����� ��	�� ��
JAGMESH� � �� ��	��� ���
�� ��	��� ���� 	� ��� �	� �	 ���	� ����� ���	�� ���
N���  ��� ��	��� ��	�� ��	��� �
�� ��	� ��� �	� �	� ���
� ����� ���	� ��
E����� � ��� ��	��� ��	�� ��	�� �
�� ��	� ��	 ��	� ���� ��	�� ���� ���	�� ��
�

� �� ��	��� ���	�� ��	��� ���� �	� ��	 �	� �	� ����� ���� ���	�� �
BCSPWR�� � �� ��	��� ������ ��	�� �� ��	� ��� �	� �	� ���	� ����� ���	� ���
N����  ��� ��	��� ��	��� ��	��� ���� ��	� ��� 	� �	� ����� ����� ���	�� ��
E����� � ��� ��	��� ��	��� ��	�� ��		 �	� 
�� ��	� ��	� ��	�� �� ���	� �	��

� �� ��	��� ���	�� ��	��� ��� �	� ��� �	� �	� ����� ���� ���	�� ���
LSH���� � �� ��	��� ����
� ��	��� ���� �	� ��� �	� �	� ����� ����� ���	�� ���
N�����  ��� ��	��� ���
�� ��	��� ��� �	� ��� �	� �	� ����� ���� ���	�� ���
E����� � ��� ��	��� ��	��� ��	��� �
�	 ��	� 	�� �	� �	� ��	�� ���� ���	�� ��
�

Overall normalized averages on the basis of number of processors
� �� ��	��� ������ ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ����� ��	�� ��	�� ����� ���� ��	� ��	��
� �� ��	��� ���
�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ���	� ��	�� ��	�� ����� ���� ���	�� ��	��
 ��� ��	��� ��	��� ��	�� ����� ��	�� ���
� ��	�� ��	�� ����� ����� ��	�� ��	��
� ��� �	�� ��	��� ��	��� ����� ��	�� ����� ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ���� ���	�� �����

Overall normalized averages
�	�� �	�� �	� ��� �	� ��� �	� �	� ����� ���� ���	�� � �	��

producing extremely better mappings� The proposed heuristic produces compa�
rable mappings with powerful SA heuristic� however it is drastically 
��� times
on the average� faster� As is also seen Table �� the relative quality di�erence
between the mappings produced by hypercube�speci�c MFA and SA heuristics
decreases with increasing number of processors in favor of the proposed heuristic�

� Conclusion
An e�cient MFA formulation was proposed for mapping unstructured domains
to hypercube�connected distributed�memory architectures� The proposed hyper�
cube�speci�c MFA formulation asymptotically reduces the number of spin vari�
ables and the complexity of the mean �led computations compared to the general
MFA formulation� The proposed hypercube�speci�c MFA heuristic was found to
be signi�cantly faster than the general MFA heuristic as was expected�
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